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Meeting Report 
 
The meeting was called to order by Richard Vlosky (Chair of the ToS on Forest Products Marketing). 
Eoin O’Driscoll (Co-chair), Paola Deda, Douglas Clark and Matt Fonseca welcomed the Team to 
Antalya. 
  
1. Adoption of the agenda 
 
The agenda was approved, proposed by Eoin O’Driscoll and seconded by Branko Glavonjic. 
 
2. Team Leader’s Report 
 
Before presenting his report, Richard Vlosky invited Paola Deda, Chief of the Forestry and Timber 
Section, to say a few words. 
 
Paola Deda described the challenges in producing the Forest Products Annual Market Review 2010-
2011 recalling the uncertainty that had led to the delay in starting the work; due to a combination of 
staffing changes and lack of funding. The support provided by the governments of Finland and 
Switzerland, as well as from CEI-Bois, had allowed the work to go ahead. Paola thanked everyone for 
their understanding and support for the Review. The changes that had been introduced this year had 
been welcomed by almost everyone and Paola was pleased with the final product, which had attracted 
many compliments from delegates and others. 
 
Unfortunately, the funding issues were unlikely to be any easier in 2012 as the cash available to the 
Forestry and Timber section would be reduced significantly for the two following years. Extra-
budgetary funding would again be necessary to allow publication of the FPAMR 2011-2012. She 
discussed various options for fund-raising and assured the Team that the Forestry and Timber Section 
would explore every option.        Action: Paola Deda 
 
The Team discussed options for fundraising and agreed to the setting up of a sub-group to develop 
these various options (Proposal by Eoin O’Driscoll and seconded by Chris Gaston), to be led by Rich 
Vlosky, together with Eoin O’Driscoll, Francisco Aguilar and Chris Gaston. Action: Rich Vlosky 
 
Among the ideas put forward was the possibility of some form of financial sponsorship for individual 
chapters. Paola welcomed the various proposals. She explained that donors’ contributions would be 
suitably acknowledged in the Review. However, UN rules limited the use of logos in UN publications.  
 
Richard Vlosky encouraged all team members to give further consideration to opportunities to raise 
funds and to pass ideas to members of the sub-group, whose names are listed above. 
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          Action: ToS members 
 
He reviewed briefly the team’s work in the past year, which had include a capacity building workshop 
held from 7-9 December 2010 in TFYR Macedonia entitled, “Improving forest products marketing to 
help drive sustainable rural economic development in southeast Europe.” 
 
3. Sub-group reports 
 
Eoin O’Driscoll reported about the workshop, “Does Banning Illegal Logging Rule Out Wood?”, 
which was held in Brussels on 13 April 2011. The workshop had been organized by him and Jeremy 
Wall, together with support from the European Economic and Social Committee; the American 
Hardwood Export Council (AHEC); Canada Wood, CEI-Bois; and the Malaysian Timber Council 
(MTC). 
 
Both Eoin and Jeremy were critical of the lack of funding, support from the dedicated UNECE/FAO 
staff, which had made their task more challenging than it need have been. This was summed-up by 
views from both sub-group leaders (Jeremy Wall, while not in attendance, sent a written statement, 
which was read at the meeting). Paola Deda expressed her appreciation for the great job that Eoin and 
Jeremy had done, in spite of the difficulties. Circumstances in the early part of 2011 had been 
exceptional and Paola expressed optimism that future events would be better supported, as new staff 
would be joining the section. Funding would remain a challenge, however. 
 
4. Discussion on future goals 
 
Sylvain Labbé commented on the exclusion of the word ‘policy’ from the name of the Team, which 
he believed might lead people to assume wrongly that the team worked only with marketing issues. 
He suggested that a change of name might help in attracting funding support for the team’s work. 
Paola Deda commented that sustainability was an equally important element of the Team’s mandate. 
A proposal to change the name of the Team to ToS on Sustainable Forest Products, to reflect better 
the Team’s mandate and terms of reference, was agreed. For this change of name to take effect, the 
chair would table a proposal at the Timber Committee (Note: The new name, The Team of Specialists 
on Sustainable Forest Products, was adopted by the Timber Committee on 14 October 2011, without 
any opposition) 
 
Branko Glavonjić, Deputy Chair, informed the team about a workshop on wood energy that would 
take place in Belgrade on 22-23 November. Professor Eduard Akim, ToS Deputy Leader, drew the 
team’s notice to the recent ”Larch” workshop in Russia, as well as the forthcoming meetings in 
Russia on ”Technical Wood Use”, which is a joint venture between academia, government and the 
private sector. Rich Vlosky discussed the upcoming IUFRO meetings and how having joint meetings 
with this group has been mutually beneficial. Paola mentioned that a workshop (topic to be decided), 
would be held jointly with the Joint Working Party in March 2012. Sylvain Labbé argued that the 
Team should consider intensifying efforts towards involvement with meetings of the construction 
sector on relevant topics, such as “Green Building”. Sylvain would submit proposals on how this 
might be achieved.           Action: 
Sylvain Labbé 
 
Douglas informed the Team of another capacity building workshop that would be held in Slovenia on 
29 November and 1 December, “Development of new cooperation for sustainable mobilisation of the 
forest-based sector in the countries of south east Europe.” The workshop would be funded by 
UNECE; FAO Rome; FAO SEU; the Slovenia Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Water Economy; 
the Slovenian Forestry Institute: the company Mikran d.o.o., and would benefit from matched funding 
from the Central European Initiative. 
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5. Presentation of the results of the survey of FPAMR users 
 
Chris Gaston presented a summary of the results of his recent survey, which had attracted 355 replies, 
all of which were highly positive about the value and usefulness the Forest Products Annual Market 
Review. The publication was well-liked and widely used. Responses had been received from every 
Member State. They included suggestions to improve usability of the publication via the use of 
hyperlinks to make it easier to browse the publication and to find underlying data. Having online 
discussion forums was another possibility revealed by the survey. The readership was split, roughly 
50/50 between online users and those with a preference for hardcopy: it was clear that the printed 
version of the FPAMR was still much appreciated. The majority of the survey respondents were from 
government and academic or research backgrounds. Industry was less well represented and the team 
expressed the view that greater effort was needed to raise awareness of the FPAMR and to try to 
increase readership from the industry. Team members themselves could help greatly by using 
opportunities at conferences and other meetings to raise awareness of the FPAMR. 
Further information on the survey results would be posted after the end of November 2011. 
 
Eduard Akim, Deputy Chair, commented on the long delay between publication of the English edition 
of the FPAMR and the availability of the Russian language version. He wondered what could be done 
to speed up the process. The delay was the result of waiting for translation and then finding a slot in 
the printing department. Eduard believed that he might be able to find a sponsor to have the FPAMR 
translated in the Russian Federation. In this way, the translated text could then be checked by the UN 
before publication. Thus Eduard hoped it might be possible to have a Russian language version of the 
FPAMR available in the same calendar year as the English version. He offered to investigate 
possibilities and report back.      Action:  Eduard Akim 
 
6. Future team meetings 
 
The past practice of holding meetings jointly with IUFRO meetings was recognized as .pragmatic, 
given the scattered nature of team members and the difficulty of getting together physically, other 
than once or twice a year, coinciding with the Joint Working Party on Economics and Statistics and 
the Timber Committee. The secretariat would not normally be represented at the IUFRO meetings 
and there was the risk that the ToS aspects could be overshadowed. Team members would be happier 
if the ToS meetings could take place as discrete events, properly recorded. 
 
 
 
 
Secretariat, Antalya, 12 October 2011 
 
 
 
 
The list of participants is on the following page 
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Post 
Code Country Phone Fax Email 

Mr. Francisco 
AGUILAR University of Missouri 

203 Anheuser-Busch Natural 
Resources Building 

Columbia 65211 US 573-882-6304   aguilarf@missouri.edu 
Prof. Eduard L. 
AKIM 

State Technological University 
of Plant Polimers Ivana Chernykh Strasse 4 

St. 
Petersburg 

RU-
198095 

Russian 
Federation +7 812 786 5266 

+7 812 
786 5266 akim-ed@mail.ru 

Mr. Ramazan 
BALI General Directorate of Forestry 

Orman Genel Mudurlugu, Isletme 
ve Pazarlama Dai. Bsk 2 Nolu Bina Gazi-Ankara 

TRO-
06560 Turkey +90 312-296 4147 

+90 312-
296 4145 

blramazan@yahoo.com, 
ramazanbali@ogm.gov.tr 

Ms. Isabelle 
BROSE 

The European Confederation of 
Woodworking Industries 

Rue Montoyer 24 
Brussels BE-1000 Belgium +32 2 556 25 85   

+32 2 287 
08 75 isabelle.brose@cei-bois.org 

Mr. Douglas 
CLARK 

United Nations Economic 
Commission for Europe 
(UNECE) 

Palais des Nations, Office 456 8-
14, Avenue de la Paix Geneva 10 CH-1211 Switzerland +41 22-917 2773 

+41 22-
917 0041 douglas.clark@unece.org 

Ms. Paola  DEDA 

United Nations Economic 
Commission for Europe 
(UNECE) 

Palais des Nations, Office 456 8-
14, Avenue de la Paix Geneva 10 CH-1211 Switzerland +41 22 917 2553 

+41 22 
917 0037 paola.deda@unece.org 

Mr. Matthew 
FONSECA 

United Nations Economic 
Commission for Europe 
(UNECE) 

Palais des Nations 8-14, Avenue 
de la Paix Building S, Office 435-2 Geneva 10 CH-1211 Switzerland +41 22-917 1846 

+41 22-
917 0041 matthew.fonseca@unece.org 

Dr. Christopher 
GASTON FPInnovations  2665 East Mall Vancouver V6T 1W5 Canada +  1 604-2225722 

+  1 604-
2225690 gaston@van.forintek.ca 

Dr. Branko 
GLAVONJIC Belgrade State University Kneza Viseslava 1 Belgrade 11030 Serbia +381 11 305-3863 

+381 11 
305-9537 

brankogl@afrodita.rcub.bg.ac.rs, 
branko.glavonjic@sfb.rs 

Mr. Gerben 
JANSE Swedish Forest Agency Vallgatan 8 Jönköping SE-55183 Sweden +46-36-35 94 36  

+46-36-
16-61-70 gerben.janse@skogsstyrelsen.se 

Mr. Erno 
Järvinen 

Central Union of Agricultural 
Producers and Forest Owners PO Box 510, Simonkatu 6  Helsinki 

FIN-
00101 Finland +358-20-4131 

+358-20-
413-2409 Erno.Järvinen@mtk.fi 

Mr. Sylvain 
LABBE 

Quebec Wood Export Bureau 
(Q-WEB) 979 rue Bourgogne, Bureau 540 Sainte-Foy G1W 2L4 Canada +1 (418) 650-6385 

+1 (418) 
650-9011 slabbe@quebecwoodexport.com 

Mr. Maxim 
LOBOVIKOV 

Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United 
Nations (FAO) Via delle Terme di Caracalla Rome I-00153 Italy +39 06 5705 4824 

+39 06 
5705 
5137 Maxim.Lobovikov@fao.org 

Mr. Gert-Jan 
NABUURS European Forest Institute (EFI) c/o Alterra P.O. Box 47 Wageningen 

NL-6700 
AA Netherlands 

+31 358 50 559 
67 65 

+31 317-
424 988 gert-jan.nabuurs@efi.int 

Mr. Eoin 
O'DRISCOLL 

Department of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Food  

Area 3W Agriculture House Kildare 
Street Dublin 2  Ireland +353 87 9679 528  eoin@drima.com 

Mr. Jukka 
TISSARI 

Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United 
Nations (FAO) Vialle delle Terme di Caracalla Rome I-00153 Italy 

+39 (06) 5705 
4179 

+39 (06) 
5705 
2151 jukka.tissari@fao.org 

Dr. Richard P. 
VLOSKY 

Louisiana State University, 
Agricultural Center Room 227, RNR Building Baton Rouge 70803 US +1 225 578 45 27 

+ 1 225-
578 42 51 rvlosky@agcenter.lsu.edu 


